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Abstract

DNA polymerase @3Is a nudear protein essential to DNA repair in
mammalian cells. A high frequency of mutations in this gene has been
reported in colorectal macera. To clarify the tumorigenesis steps of hu
man prostate cancers in the molecular basis, we examined the entire
coding region of the human DNA polymerase@ gene in human prostate
cancer tissues using polymerase chain reaction, single-strand conforma
tional polymorphism analysis of RNA, and sequencing analysis. Conse
quently, we detected DNA polymerase@ gene mutations in 2 of 12 cases
(17%). The first case Is an A to G transition at nucleotlde 893, resulting in

a substitution of the amino acid from tyrosine to cysteine. In the second
case, we found an A to G transition at nudeotide 305, a T deletion at
nucleotide 569, and an A Insertion into the 6 repeats ofA from nucleotide
612 to 617. ThIs T deletion shifted the subsequent reading frame and
resulted in the premature termination at codon 163 instead of 336. The
two cases were advanced grade and stage. Present results suggest that
polymerase I@gene mutations, although they occurred at relatively low
frequency, are involved in certain cases ofhuman prostate carcinogenesls.

Introduction

Although p53, RB, or ras gene mutations have been reported (1),
the molecular mechanisms underlying development and progression
of human prostate cancers are not yet clear. DNA polymerase @3is a
nuclear protein considered to be involved in some steps of DNA repair
in mammalian cells (2â€”6).It is well established that the structure is
highly conserved among various species and that the enzymatic ac
tivity is low and independent of cell cycles (7â€”10).The cDNA3
sequence and parts of the genomic sequence have been reported (ii,
12). A previous report demonstrated that DNA polymerase (3 gene

mutations were observed in high percentage (in 5 of 6 cases) of human
colorectal cancers (13). This finding suggests that the impaired repair
system may be associated with the development and progression in
human colorectal cancers. Recently, mutations in tumor suppressor
genes are frequently reported in various human cancers. However, the
primary molecular defects that lead to the accumulation of these
mutations are not known. Interestingly, colorectal cancers that have a
high frequency of polymerase@ gene mutations have also high
frequency of p53 and ras gene mutations. It is well known that
xeroderma pigmentosum, a rare genetic disease, is associated with the
disorder in DNA repair gene ERCC family (14, 15). The high fre
quency of epidermal cancer in the patients with this disease indicates
that certain types of defective DNA repair systems are implicated in
human carcinogenesis. Thus, the function of DNA repair enzyme
could also be very important in the development of human cancers. In
the present study, we examined possible mutations in the entire coding
region of DNA polymerase @3gene in human prostate cancer tissues
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and cell lines derived thereof. Even in limited numbers, 12 cases, we
could fmd DNA polymerase (3 mutations in 2 cases. Our results
suggest that DNA polymerase f3 mutation is involved in the tumori
genesis of certain cases of human prostate cancers.

Materials and Methods

Materials. Tissue samples of human prostate cancers were collected at
Yokohama City University Hospital and its affiliated hospitals (Table 1). All
the tumor samples were immediately frozen with liquid nitrogen and stored at
â€”80Â°C.Blood samples were obtained from the prostate cancer patients and by
two healthy individuals. Three established prostate cancer cell lines (PC 3, DU
145, LNCaP) were also studied.

RNA Extraction and Reverse Transcription. Total RNA was extracted
from the samples by the acid guanidium thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform
method (16). Then, 5 @&gof the total RNA were reverse-transcribed with
random hexamers (Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden) as described previously (17)
and the resulting cDNA was used for PCR.

PCR Amplification. The 7 sets of PCR primers shown in Table 2 were
designed to amplify the entire coding region according to the human DNA
polymerase@ cDNA sequence reported by SenGupta et a!. (11), using an
Applied Biosystems model 392 DNA synthesizer (Applied Biosystems,
Foster City, CA). The 11 RNA polymerase promotersequence, TAATAC.
GACTCACTATA000, was attached to the 5' end of each upstream PCR
primer for subsequent single-strand conformational polymorphism analysis
of RNA (RNA-SSCP). The 30 cycles of PCR, which included denaturing
for 1 mm at 94Â°C,annealingfor 1 mm at 62Â°C,and extensionfor 1 mm at
72Â°Cper cycle, was performed on a DNA thermal cycler (Perkin Elmer
Cetus, Norwalk, Cl'). The PCR with each primer set provided 150â€”250
base pairs of PCR product including 11 promoter. The PCR product was
electrophoresed on a 4% agarose gel.

RNA-SSCP. Each PCR product was transcribed to RNA with Ti RNA
polymerase as described by Danenberg et a!. (18). Ti transcription product
was subjected to electrophoresis on a 6% polyacrylamide gel (acrylamide:
bisacrylamide, 19:1) in a Hoeffer SE 600 dual-cooled polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis unit (Hoeffer Scientific Instruments, San Francisco, CA). The
running conditions of gel electrophoresis were 25 W/plate at 6â€”7Â°Cby
circulating ice cooled water as described previously (18). Then, the gel was
stainedwith ethidiumbromideand analyzedon a UV transilluminator.

Cloning and Sequencing Analysis. The PCR products that showed an
abnormal RNA-SSCP pattern were directly ligated to the plasmid vector pCR
II and transfected into Escherichia coli cells in the TA cloning system
(InVitrogen, San Diego, CA), according to the manufacturer's instructions. At
least 10 colonies of the respective ligated PCR products were picked up and
amplified. Then, the ligated PCR products were isolated from E. coli cells with
Rapid Pure Minipreps (Bio 101, La Jolla, CA) and sequenced by dideoxy
methodusingSequenaseversion2.0 (UnitedStatesBiochemicalCorp.,Qeve
land, OH). The specimens that harboredmutations were reexamined by
independent reverse-transcription, PCR, and sequencing.

ResUlts and Discussion

First, PCR was performed using primer sets 1 through 7. In sub
sequent RNA-SSCP analysis, 11 transcripts from 3 PCR products
revealed abnormal electrophoretic patterns. Case 1 showed an abnor
mal pattern of the RNA transcribed from the PCR product derived
from primer set 5. The sequencing of this PCR product showed an A
to 0 transition at nucleotide 893, which resulted in a substitution of
the amino acid from tyrosine to cysteine at codon 260 (Fig. 1). Case
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Table I Clinical profile ofprosia:e cancer specimens and DNApolymerase f3
mutations

deletion at nucleotide 569 and an A insertion into the 6 repeats of A
from nucleotide 612 to 617 (Fig. 28). The T deletion and the A
insertion were also confirmed by sequencing analysis of the PCR
product derived from the primer set 3. This deletion shifted the
reading frame and resulted in the premature termination of poly
merase 13at codon 163 instead of 336. This implies the loss of a large
part of the polymerase-active COOH-terminal segment, which com
prises approximately 250 amino acids (19, 20). In addition to the
mutations indicated above, normal sequence was also found in tumor
specimens from the two cases. This may suggest that the tumors were
heterozygous. However, intermingling of normal tissues or cells
would lead to the same result, even if the tumors were homo-/
hemizygous. At present, we cannot exclude this possibility.

The sequencing of the blood samples from these two patients and
two healthy individuals did not reveal the mutations indicated. Cases
1 and 9 were histologically diagnosed as poorly differentiated and
moderately differentiated adenocarcinoma, respectively. Cases 1 and

a Differentiation: 1 , well differentiated; 2, moderately differentiated; 3, poorly differ

entiated.
h Clinical stage.

Table 2 PCR primer sets for DNApolymerase @3

SetPositionSequence of primersNucleotideno.IUpstream5'T7â€•-GTCCI'GGTACCTCCI1'CAA

3'33-52Downstream5'
GTAC1TGTGGATAGCI1'GGC3'202-2212Upstream5'T7-CTTI'GAGAAGAACGTGAGCC

3'185-204Downstream5'
CFCGTATCATCCFGCCGAAT3'375-3943Upstream5'T7-CFGGAAAAGATTCGGCAGG

3'348-384Downstream5'
TGCCACAGACFGTAGCAATG3'632-6514Upstream5'T7-CCTCGTGAAGAGATGTI'ACA

3'564-583Downstream5'
TGTAACFGCI'CCACAACCTG3'750-7695Upstream5'T7-CAACCAAACAGCCAAAACTG

3'724-743Downstream5'
CACFCCCAGTGAAATAGAGA3'920-9396Upstream5'T7-GATCAGTATTACTGTGGTGT

3'900-919Downstream5'
CAUCGCI'CCGGTCCITGGG3'1101-11207Upstream5'T7-AATACCGGGAACCCAAGGA

3'1089-1108Downstream5'
GAC1'ACATTGCAAGCAAAAG 3'1231-1250

A

a .@ fixed 11 promoter sequence TAATACGACFCACFATAGGGAGA attached to

5' end of each upstream primer.

B

Normal

A COT
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Fig. 1. The DNA sequence of PCR product of case 1 and the corresponding normal
sequence. Arrow, A to G transition at nucleotide 893. The normal sequence of nucleotide
888 to 896 is TTGATACCC according to the report of Wang et aL (13), although that of
the Genbank entry (M13140) is â€˜ITATACCCA.Our sequence data of normal tissues
agreed to those of Wang ci al.

9 also showed abnormal patterns in RNA-SSCP analysis of the PCR
products derived from primer sets 2 and 4 (Fig. 2A). The sequencing
analysis of PCR product from primer set 2 revealed an A to 0
transition at nucleotide 305, which did not affect the deduced amino
acid. The sequencing of PCR product from primer set 4 showed a T

nucleotide 569

Fig. 2. A, SSCP analysis of RNAS transcribed from the PCR products derived from
primer set 4. An abnormal pattern is observed in case 9. B, the DNA sequence of PCR
product of case 9 and the corresponding normal sequence. Arrows, T deletion and A
insertion.
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9 were clinically localized D2 and B2, respectively. In addition to the
above-mentioned mutations, we found several regions different from
the human DNA polymerase (3 sequence reported by SenOupta el a!.
(1 1), most of which were observed in normal specimens as well as
tumor specimens, and thought to be polymorphisms.

According to the previous report by Wang et a!. (13), DNA polym
erase @3gene mutations including 21- and 217-base pair deletions
occurred in human colorectal cancers at high frequency (in 5 of 6
cases). This impaired DNA repair system may further generate the
accumulation of mutations in protooncogenes or tumor suppressor
genes. Here, we also detected mutations in DNA polymerase @3gene
in 2 of 12 cases of prostate cancers. Both cases were of advanced
grade and stage. Interestingly, case 1 also had deletions of nucleotides
1272 and 1280 in the p53 gene.4 we examined the presence of DNA
polymerase 13mutation in 3 prostate cancer cell lines; however, no
mutation was observed. To date, DNA polymerase f3 mutation in

human cancer has not been reported except colorectal cancer and its
significance in carcinogenesis and progression seems to be over
looked. However, this impaired repair system may be primary change,
and that leads to secondary mutations in protooncogenes and tumor
suppressor genes. Our report is the first to indicate DNA polymerase
j3 mutation in human prostate cancer.

In summary, although the relationships between mutations of DNA
polymerase @3gene and alterations in protooncogenes or tumor sup
pressor genes are currently not clear, DNA polymerase @3gene mu
tation is suggested to be involved in a subset of human prostate
carcinogenesis.
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